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• EU: Clean energy package for all Europeans

• Climate conference COP 24 in Katowice in 2018

• Revised EU Emissions Trading System for 2020-
2030

• International overview of existing and planned 
national systems



Post 2020 reform of EU climate policy

Clean Energy Package for all Europeans 

 Energy Efficiency Directive (EED)
• EU (non-binding) target was set at a 32.5% cut of energy waste for 2030, with 

an upwards revisions clause by 2023.

• New article 7: EU Member States are required to achieve a cumulative end-use 
savings requirement for the entire obligation period 2021-2030 equivalent to 
new saving of at least 0.8% of final energy consumption per year.

 Renewable Energy Directive (RED)
• Overall target was set at increasing renewables by 32% with review clause (only 

upward, taking into account new information on costs) in 2023. 



2030 GHG target ambition raise?

 Commissioner Cañete signaled readiness to increase the GHG target to 45%
already by 2030, thanks to the higher targets agreed for energy efficiency
(32.5%) and for renewables (32%) and according to the calculation models of
the EC.

• Commmission President Juncker supported Cañete in its State of the Union address on 12
Sept.

• Coalition of 15 Member states (Holland, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, etc.) willing to
support a declaration of exceeding ambition for the higher GHG target ahead of the COP
24.

• However Germany is not supportive.

 European Parliament Resolution for the COP24 (adopted on 25 Oct. 2018)
• EP calls for an increase of the emission reduction target to 55% emissions reduction by 

2030 compared with 1990 levels (↑15% increase).

• In 2015, the EP had committed to a 40% reduction by 2030.

• Resolution is non-binding but sets the tone for December’s COP24 in Poland when a 
rulebook for the implementation of the Paris agreement is negotiated.



COP 24 in Katowice, Poland

 The Conference of Parties 24 (COP 24) will take place on 3-14
December 2018, presided by Poland.

 COP 24 is aimed to finalize the rules for implementation of the Paris
Agreement on climate change.

 During the COP 23, the Parties launched the Talanoa Dialogue.

 “Talanoa” is a traditional word used in Fiji to describe an inclusive and
transparent dialogue and decision making process. It ran throughout
2018, via workshops, webinars, forums etc. and via an online
platform. Main objectives:
 To provide the opportunity for the different Party and non Party stakeholders to

assess progress made towards achieving the goals of the Paris Agreement on Climate
change;

 To share ideas, recommendation and information that can contribute towards
increasing ambition under the Paris Agreement, and in support of the Sustainable
Development Goals.

http://cop24.katowice.eu/
https://talanoadialogue.com/
https://unfccc.int/files/essential_background/convention/application/pdf/english_paris_agreement.pdf


EU ETS directive review – main elements

 Operates in the 28 EU countries plus Iceland, Liechtenstein
and Norway

 Covers around 45% of the EU’s GHG emissions (i.e. Industry
and energy producers)

 2021-2030: 4th trading period. The revised text was
published in March 2018.
• Annual reduction of the cap on the total volume of emissions by

2.2% (linear reduction factor).
• The share of allowances to be auctioned will be 57%.
• Revised free allocation rules: Product benchmarks to determine

allocations to best performers will be updated.
• A new mechanism to limit the validity of allowances in the

market stability reserve above a certain level will become
operational in 2023.

• Best performers in sectors exposed to international competition
will continue receiving partial free allocations (up to the
benchmark) until 2030.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32018L0410


Non-ETS effort sharing regulation

 July 2016: EC published a proposal for a regulation to
limit post-2020 national emissions of GHG in sectors not
covered by the EU ETS (2021-2030).
 Sectors included: buildings, agriculture (non-CO2

emissions), waste management, transport (excluding
aviation and shipping) and industry (i.e. industry, energy
supply and product use).

 The Regulation entered into force on 9 July 2018.
• Non-ETS sectors need to reduce their emissions by 30% by

2030 compared to 2005 levels to meet the EU target.
• Binding annual emission reduction target for each member

state, for the period 2021-2030 – calculated on the basis of
GDP per capita ranging from 0% to 40% below 2005 levels
national targets.



International overview: 
Other CO2 emissions schemes in the world



ETS in force: China national ETS

• China ETS launched on 19 December 2017.
• It will become the world’s largest carbon market.
• Initial focus on the power generation sector which accounts for 46% of the Chinese

CO2 emission.
 It is expected to be extended over time to cover industrial sectors.

History:
• October 2011: seven ETS pilots (cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Shenzhen

Chongqing, and provinces of Guangdong, Hubei) were approved by the Chinese
government.

• 2013-2014: ETS pilots started.
• Objective: to design the foundation for a national ETS to ensure that carbon and energy intensity

targets are achieved while minimising abatement costs. The design of the ETS pilots included
direct and indirect emissions generated from electricity and heat production, which was an
innovative way to reduce the potential risk of carbon leakage.

 The EU is supporting China in this step, Commissioner Arias Cañete said: China ETS
“undoubtedly send a strong signal to the rest of the world in support of carbon markets.
The EU is therefore pleased to engage in even closer bilateral cooperation with our
Chinese counterparts.”



ETS in force: Japan

 1st initiative: Tokyo Cap-and-Trade Program
• Launched in April 2010 by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government.
• Tokyo ETS is Japan’s first mandatory ETS. 

• Large offices and factories are required to reduce emissions by 6% or 8% 
in the first period (FY 2010-2014). For the second period (2015-2019) 
the target has increased to 15% or 17%.

• For more information follow the link. 

 2nd initiative: Saitama Target Setting Emissions Trading System
• Established in April 2011 as part of the Saitama Prefecture Global 

Warming Strategy Promotion Ordinance. 
• Saitama’s ETS is bilaterally linked to Tokyo’s. 
• Sectors covered: Commercial and industrial sectors.
• For more information follow the link. 

https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/ets-map?etsid=84
https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/ets-map?etsid=84


ETS in force: USA (state level)

 California Cap-and-Trade Program
• Initiated in 2012, compliance obligation began on 1 January 2013. 
• Program covers sources responsible for approximately 85% of California’s GHG emissions. 
• For more information follow the link. 

 Massachusetts Limits on Emissions from Electricity Generators
• In 2016, a ruling by the Massachusetts Supreme Court established that the government would 

need to take additional action to guarantee that the state climate targets, a 25% reduction in 2020 
and an 80% reduction by 2050 (compared to 1990), are met. 

• System began operation in January 2018. First program review will be in 2021 with a review every 
ten years thereafter. 

• Sectors covered: Power sector.
• Click here for more information. 

 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI)
• Jurisdictions: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New 

York, Rhode Island, Vermont.
• First mandatory GHG ETS in the US. 
• Sectors covered: Fossil fuel electric generating units 
• Click here for more information. 

https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/ets-map?etsid=45
https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/ets-map?etsid=101
https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/ets-map?etsid=50


ETS in force: Republic of Korea 

• National ETS (KETS) was launched on 1 January 2015.

• First nationwide Cap-and-Trade program in operation in East Asia. 

• KETS covers:
- approximately 599 of the country’s largest emitters, which account for around 68% of national 

GHG emissions;
- direct emissions of six Kyoto gases;
- indirect emissions from electricity consumption. 

• The second phase run from 2018-2020, key changes: 
- Introduction of auctioning;
- Expansion of benchmark-based free allocation from three sectors (cement, oil refining and 

domestic aviation) to between seven to nine sectors;
- Introduction of a market maker in an effort to enhance trade activity and market liquidity.

• More information here.

https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/ets-map?etsid=84


ETS scheduled: Ukraine

 Ukraine plans to establish a national ETS in line with its obligations under the 
Ukraine-EU Association Agreement, which entered into force on 1 September 
2017. The country has to prepare for ETS implementation, including:
• Adopt national legislation and designate competent authority/ies;
• Establish a system for identifying relevant installations and for identifying 

greenhouse gases;
• Develop a national allocation plan to distribute allowances to installations;
• Establish a system for issuing greenhouse gas emission permits and issue 

allowances to be traded domestically among installations in Ukraine;
• Establish monitoring, reporting, verification and enforcement systems and public 

consultations procedures.

 The country is developing the main elements of the national MRV system to 
provide a solid basis for the upcoming ETS. A draft law on MRV of GHG 
emissions was published in June 2018 and submitted to the Cabinet of 
Ministers for approval. 

Separate legislation is being drafted to establish the MRV system, transpose 
the relevant EU Directives, regulate GHG emissions and establish the ETS.



ETS scheduled: Brazil 

• Brazil is exploring the possibility of a cap-and-trade program.

• Brazil’s National Climate Change Policy (PNMC) (enacted in 
December 2009), aims to promote the development of a 
Brazilian market for emissions reductions.

• Brazil is currently assessing different carbon pricing 
instruments including an ETS and a carbon tax. 

• The Ministry of Finance is developing design options and 
conducting comprehensive economic and regulatory impact 
assessments for both instruments. 



ETS scheduled: Mexico

• General Law on Climate Change (GLCC) (April 2012) provides the basic
framework for the establishment of a voluntary ETS in Mexico.

• 2014: establishment of a mandatory reporting system (the National
Emissions Register), for both direct and indirect GHG emissions for
facilities with annual emissions above 25 000 tCO2.

• 2017: the GLCC was amended, in order to introduce a mandatory ETS.

• Between 2017 and 2018: national carbon market simulation. It brought
together more than 100 Mexican companies representing two thirds of
Mexico’s greenhouse gas emissions.
 Objective of the exercise: strengthening the capacity and readiness of

Mexican businesses to participate in future ETS.

• 2019: start of a carbon market pilot phase. The pilot will run for three
years, before transitioning to an ETS.


